Caddo Lake State Park, Texas

So similar to the picnic unit detailed on the opposite page as to suggest mere duplication, yet so possessed of the character that is admirable in these objects as to deny omission. While too weighty to be moved at will, it is still capable of relocation if the picnic area must be rested from intensive use.

Caddo Lake State Park, Texas

Here is merely the foregoing example of picnic unit extended indefinitely for the benefit of family reunions or al fresco foregatherings of the gregarious Rotarian or Elk. The most meager of picnic fare becomes a banquet served on a board so vigorously rustic.

Mohawk Park, Tulsa, Oklahoma

For no better reason than its related sturdiness, this picnic unit is shoe-horned into this group. Picturesque in the extreme, it is very definitely committed to its location, come flood or tornado, or need for recuperation of intensively used area. In the latter situation it becomes a "frozen asset" until the site is renewed.